DIRECTORS’ ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
Monday, November 16, 2020
555 S. 10TH STREET
BILL LUXFORD STUDIO
I.

MINUTES
1. Approval of Directors’ Minutes from November 2, 2020

II.

ADJUSTMENTS TO AGENDA

III.

CITY CLERK

IV.

MAYOR’S OFFICE

V.

DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE
LINCOLN-LANCASTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1. Public Health Update provided by Pat Lopez, Director, Lincoln-Lancaster County Health Department
PLANNING DEPARTMENT
1. Weekly Administrative Approvals from October 26, 2020 through November 2, 2020
2. Annexation Map AN20009
3. Weekly Administrative Approvals from November 3, 2020 through November 10, 2020

VI.

BOARDS/COMMITTEES/COMMISSION REPORTS
Reports are suspended until further notice

VII..

CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
1. Quotes from a real Republican - Robert Borer
2. Month to month lease review - Charles Patterson
3. Scooter Accident in downtown Lincoln - Steven Folsom
4. Non-compliance of Lincoln DHM Royal Grove - Jon Terry
5. Charter Changes for the Charter Review Commission - Jim Frohman

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT

Memorandum
Date: ✦ November 3, 2020
To: ✦ City Clerk
From: ✦ Rhonda Haas, Planning Dept.
Re: ✦ Administrative Approvals
cc: ✦ Geri Rorabaugh, Planning Dept.
This is a list of City administrative approvals by the Planning Director from October 26, 2020
through November 2, 2020:
Administrative Amendment 20035, Interstate Land PUD, approved by the Planning Director
on October 26, 2020, to revise the uses in the PUD to commercial and industrial, and submit
a revised plan with details on grading, drainage, streets and utilities on property generally
located at NW 12th Street and Cornhusker Highway.
Administrative Amendment 20058, approved by the Planning Director on October 27, 2020,
to increase the amount of internal square footage for the residential area from 4,990 square
feet to 7,200 square feet, on property generally located at 1430 South Street.
Administrative Amendment 20060, Highland View 1st Addition, approved by the Planning
Director on October 28, 2020, to identify the boundary of Blanket Height Permit on property
generally located at NW Dubois Street and W Big Sky Road.
Administrative Amendment 20062, I-80 West Lincoln Business Center, approved by the
Planning Director on October 28, 2020, to identify the boundary of Blanket Height Permit on
property generally located at NW 48th Street and W Gary Gately Street.

City/County Planning Department
555 S. 10th Street, Ste. 213 • Lincoln NE 68508
(402) 441-7491
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Memorandum
Date: ✦ November 10, 2020
To: ✦ City Clerk
From: ✦ Rhonda Haas, Planning Dept.
Re: ✦ Administrative Approvals
cc: ✦ Geri Rorabaugh, Planning Dept.
This is a list of City administrative approvals by the Planning Director from November 3, 2020
through November 10, 2020:
Administrative Amendment 20061, to Change of Zone 05054E, Prairie Village North PUD,
approved by the Planning Director on November 3, 2020, to revise the lot layout for Outlot A,
Prairie Village North 7th Addition to show three lots with revised square footages on property
generally located at North 87th Street & Adams Street.

City/County Planning Department
555 S. 10th Street, Ste. 213 • Lincoln NE 68508
(402) 441-7491

Angela M. Birkett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robert Borer <robert.borer@doane.edu>
Tuesday, November 03, 2020 7:07 AM
Robert Borer
Quotes from a REAL Republican

[CAUTION] This email comes from a sender outside your organization.

Local and State OfficialsPlease consider the wisdom below.
"We did not close any businesses in the state of South Dakota. Not once did we issue a
shelter-in-place. I didn't even define what an essential business was, because I don't
believe that I have the authority to tell you your business isn't essential." -Governor
Kristi Noem
"There's a big reason why [Gov Noem] has been able to negotiate through this. She
understands the difference between common sense and expertise. That was a great
theme of Winston Churchill and almost nobody understands that today. Expert
knowledge is narrow knowledge and you can't make decisions on it by itself, ever." Larry Arnn
"If you hadn't stood against the lockdowns, we would have had no proof as to how
useless they really have been." -prominent national reporter addressing Noem
"More freedom and not more government is the answer. Freedom is a much better
friend to true science than government-centered or government-controlled science.
Freedom, not government, is the best friend of innovation. Freedom focuses on the
politics of persuasion and the intellectual strength of all of our positions, not on control,
coercion and the heavy hand of government. My approach to this virus was to provide
South Dakotans with all of the information that I had available to me and to then allow
the people to exercise their freedom to make the best decisions for themselves and for
their families. All we did here in South Dakota was implement the Republican platform
that we say we believe. Other people stand up as Republicans and say they believe it,
but they never do it. We actually did it." -Governor Kristi Noem
Extracted from: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6HQm3ZzyhM&t=536s
Ricketts is NOT using common sense. Ricketts is taking his cues from "experts." Narrowminded experts. (CCP collaborating experts, by the way.) And by so doing, he is not only
violating his oath, he is committing fraud against the american taxpayer. There isn't any
more of a pandemic in Nebraska than there is in South Dakota—and there isn't one in
South Dakota. The only difference between the two is that Nebraskans are suffering the
serious "repercussions" of government overreach, and that is especially true for our
elderly, our children and our small businesses. Hospitals, critical care patients, elderly
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care facilities and schools are all being very poorly managed. They are being managed
out of fear and greed.
The only common sense way to determine if we are in a pandemic, and if so, to what
degree, is to look at deaths and hospitalizations through year-to-date all-cause mortality
and rolling all-cause hospitalizations—compared, respectively, with previous years. (And
at this point, it should be taken into consideration that all the psychological and
physiological stress imposed by government overreach is likely affecting hospitalization
numbers.)
I make this argument because, as Denis Rancourt, PhD, wisely points out, "Cause-ofdeath-attribution data is intrinsically unreliable. Assignment of cause of death, with
infectious diseases and comorbidity, is not only technically difficult (e.g., Simonsen et
al., 1997; Marti-Soler et al., 2014) but also contaminated by physician-bias, politics and
news media. This has been known since modern epidemiology was first practiced."
I also make this argument because PCR is not a diagnostic tool. It is being abused. Test
results are meaningless. They have no inherent correlation with actual illness. This
makes "case" numbers meaningless as well.
We are left with all-cause mortality, and according to those numbers, there is no
pandemic in Nebraska. Not even close.
Nebraskans aren't even experiencing a health emergency, per se. We are experiencing
government overreach.
Ricketts' fake emergency needs to be stopped. It is causing harm. He is causing harm.
RespectfullyRobert J Borer
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Angela M. Birkett
From:
Sent:
Subject:
Attachments:

Charles Patterson <charlespatterson34@gmail.com>
Wednesday, November 04, 2020 3:00 PM
month to month lease review
CASA . month . to . month.pdf

[CAUTION] This email comes from a sender outside your organization.
Good Afternoon ,
First and foremost , I appreciate your time. This is a follow up to the email I recently sent you on my plight and Pablo Cervantes with
Casa Properties after living at 1533 S. 21st #5 Lincoln, NE 68502 since February 1997. Pablo has asked me to leave the premises
during a national epidemic of Covid-19 because he wants to do some cosmetic changes to the apartment that me and my 13 year old
daughter occupy.
I did state in my other email besides the unit maybe needing a carpet cleaning and comparing it to all the others and currently occupied
apartments that it is in good condition from the updated flooring in the kitchen and bathroom to the tri-fold medicine cabinet in the
bathroom. I have tried to and offered in the past to sign a new lease but have been told that is not an option.
After my most recent request and email that I sent to him and bcc'd you on it as well , I attempted to call , text and reach out to him to
schedule a time for us to speak face to face to discuss this plight. Casa Property management office emailed me back times to come by
the office and meet to discuss the past due late fee allegations for the month of April 2020, which I have disputed. I sent notification
back that I would be by about 4:30 pm - 4:45 pm this past Monday 11/02/20. I arrived at their office about 4:30 - 4:35 p.m. checked in
at the front window and said I was here to meet with Pablo Cervetes and also the person whom there was email correspondence with
regarding past due fees and being told I had to be moved out. I stated to the lady I had texted him that I had arrived. She said that
Pablo wasn't in and no one to discuss the current issues. I tried to explain to her what I was there about but she wouldn't acknowledge
it at all. She then went to speak to another woman sitting in the west corner , came back and said if you want to stay you must sign this
month to month lease. I said so you can tell me still to be out at any time one the weather escalates and gets worse, she said if you
want to stay you must sign this and that is all she knows. I told her I don't get that nor under stand this but I will not sign this

lease without it being reviewed first. She said she was going to email it to me Monday , I ended up getting it
Tuesday mid morning.
Can you please look over this lease and tell me your thoughts on it, it is attached ?
I appreciate all your time , efforts and assistance
Charles E Patterson
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Angela M. Birkett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steven Folsom <srfpjf@gmail.com>
Friday, November 06, 2020 12:27 PM
Council Packet; Mayor
Scooter accident in downtown Lincoln

[CAUTION] This email comes from a sender outside your organization.

Thursday night November 5th, myself and two friends were participating in the downtown Lincoln Association shop the
block event. We were walking on the sidewalk in front of the Starbucks, on the corner of 12th an P street, when we were
struck from behind by 3 girls on scooters going way to fast. They dodged between us, whipping me around an then
hitting my friend walking in front of me, driving her extremely hard to the sidewalk. She was taken by EMS to Bryan
West. This morning she is undergoing a full hip replacement that was caused by the fall. This is a devastating blow to
her. It will complicate her life style. These scooters should never have been allowed because of situations like this. The
scooters are left laying on the sidewalks where pedestrians have to walk around them. I’m not sure who is responsible
for this program. They could be looking at legal litigation that may be brought forward. A police report was filed and
witnesses have come forward.
This program should be stopped before there are more incidents like this.
My contact information is
Pam Folsom
531-500-5720
9332 Northern Sky Rd
Lincoln Ne 68505
Sent from Mail for Windows wo
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Angela M. Birkett
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jon Terry <animaljt@gmail.com>
Monday, November 09, 2020 7:48 PM
Council Packet
non compliance of Lincoln DHM - The Royal Grove

[CAUTION] This email comes from a sender outside your organization.

I'd like to know what response is going to be formulated to punish the royal grove over photos posted online
with a total lack of following city DHM's during a show? The city is in the RED and they have a packed venue
with no one masked up while other live venues are closed? So follow the rules and be closed or do what you
like and apologize later? Laughable.
Do something. Or we the people will, with our next chance to VOTE.
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Angela M. Birkett
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Jim Frohman <jimfrohman@outlook.com>
Wednesday, November 11, 2020 10:32 AM
Yohance L. Christie
dstading@keatinglaw.com; Nick Cusick; Mayor; Council Packet
Charter Changes for the Charter Revision Commission
2021 Charter Revision Suggestions.pdf

[CAUTION] This email comes from a sender outside your organization.

I have attached suggested charter changes for the Charter Revision Commission to discuss and hopefully pass
to the Council for consideration.
It may seem early to start this process, but history shows that getting things through the required steps can
take a month or more. To get changes on the April ballot will require having them to the Council no later than
the 25th of January or the 22nd of February for the May ballot. Ideally the changes should be given to the
Council several weeks before either of these dates to give them time to fully consider the changes without
deadline pressure.
Below you will also find emails related to balancing the Commission based on political affiliation. This is also
one of the changes that I'm recommending in the attached suggested charter changes. Due to the importance
that this Commission has acquired it is vital that it be as politically neutral as possible. With four open seats on
the Commission this issue is relevant today.
Thank you for your time and service.

Jim Frohman
7335 Pioneers Blvd
Apt. 212
Lincoln, NE 68506
402.617.2484
jimfrohman@outlook.com

From: Don Stading <dstading@keatinglaw.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 10:14 AM
To: Nick Cusick <ncusick@bisoninc.com>; Jim Frohman <jimfrohman@outlook.com>
Cc: mayor@lincoln.ne.gov <mayor@lincoln.ne.gov>; councilpacket@lincoln.ne.gov <councilpacket@lincoln.ne.gov>;
JKirkpatrick@lincoln.ne.gov <JKirkpatrick@lincoln.ne.gov>
Subject: RE: Charter Revision Commission
agree
From: Nick Cusick [mailto:ncusick@bisoninc.com]
Sent: Monday, July 06, 2020 9:21 AM
To: Jim Frohman <jimfrohman@outlook.com>
Cc: mayor@lincoln.ne.gov; councilpacket@lincoln.ne.gov; JKirkpatrick@lincoln.ne.gov; Don Stading
<dstading@keatinglaw.com>
Subject: Re: Charter Revision Commission
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Would support your suggestion.
Nick
Sent from my iPad
On Jul 6, 2020, at 8:51 AM, Jim Frohman <jimfrohman@outlook.com> wrote:
Multiple administrations and councils have stated that before they will consider charter
changes, they must be reviewed by the Charter Revision Commission. This consensus has
established the Commission as a vital part of the change process that should only be bypassed
in very exceptional circumstances.
Currently the municipal code directs the Mayor to “attempt to achieve a balanced commission
membership” … “both geographically and socio-economically”. Since many of the changes the
Commission review would be considered partisan issues it is vitally important that this key
Commission is also balanced politically. Without this balance every decision made by the
Commission could be questioned based on the membership.
There are four possible openings on the Charter Revision Commission. Three members terms
expire on 07/15/2020 and Yohance Christie will become an ex officio member later in the
month when he becomes City Attorney. This is an opportunity for the Mayor to politically
balance this commission.
Currently there are seven democratic members, three nonpartisan members, three members
that appear to be unregistered voters, two republican members, and no libertarian members.
This is not a balanced membership.
This is a Commission that could have every decision questioned on political terms. The Council
is where political decisions should be made. The Commission should be as reasonably as
possible a neutral reviewer of charter changes.
I ask the Mayor to balance this Commission politically when making appointments later this
month.
I ask the Mayor and Council to update Municipal Code 4.04.010 to explicitly require political
balancing of the Charter Revision Commission by making the change below.
4.04.010 Charter Revision Commission Established; Membership.
... In making appointments to the commission, the Mayor shall attempt to achieve a balanced
commission membership which shall be a reasonable representative cross- section of the
residents of the city, both politically, geographically, and socio-economically. ...
The Charter is a vital part of the foundation of Lincoln. It is important that the Commission
charged with reviewing changes is representative of the citizens of Lincoln. It is important that
the Commission be balanced both geographically and socio-economically. In these partisan
times it is also very important that the Commission be balanced politically.
Jim Frohman
7335 Pioneers Blvd
Apt. 212
Lincoln, NE 68506
402.617.2484
jimfrohman@outlook.com
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Recommended Changes to the Charter
Presented for Reconsideration
Remove the Public Market section from the Charter.
Remove Municipal Gasoline Station from the Charter.
Cleanup and modernize language in No Discrimination, Political Activities section.
City council districts shall be four quadrants of substantially equal population.

Suggestions to Amend Municipal Code Chapter 4.04 Charter Revision Commission
Require That the Commission Shall Be Balanced Politically
Allow the Commission to Send Highly Political Changes to the Council
Require Adequate Time for Council Consideration

Page 1 of 11

11/11/2020

Recommended Changes to the Charter
Remove the Public Market section from the Charter.
My only information about the discussion of the Commission in January on this issue is that no action
was taken. I again present this suggestion for your consideration noting that a significant related issue
has been resolved recently.
Previously the Commission approved the removal of this section then decided to keep the section as
suggested by a subcommittee. The stated reason for keeping the section was that it may be needed to
allow for a local food market in Pershing, if Pershing remains a City property. The Pershing issue has
been resolved, there will be no public market on the site and the only city owned portion of the site
may be a library.
Further I still believe that the objects to removing this section were a misunderstanding of the powers
of the City. The City could lease space for a private or non-profit to run a market in Pershing without
the Public Market section. The Public Market section allows the City to run the market and profit
directly from the market rather than lease the space to a non-profit or private business.
The City should not be in competition with private or non-profit organizations. The Public Market
section lets the City become a direct competitor with private and non-profit organizations. I do not
believe that this section has ever been used. It should be removed from the Charter.
ARTICLE VIII
STREETS, PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
Sec. 13. Public Market. The city council may by ordinance purchase grounds for, and erect and
establish, market houses and market places and regulate and govern the same, and prescribe
the fees to be charged persons for stalls therein; provided, the revenue so derived shall be
applied: First, to the payment of the salaries of the officers appointed to take charge of said
market; second, to the payment of repairs of the market house; and third, to the payment of
the cost of erecting said market house. After all salaries, repairs and costs of construction have
been paid, the surplus, if any remaining, shall be disposed of as the council shall direct. The city
council may contract with any person or persons, or association of persons, companies or
corporations for the erection and regulation of said market house and market place on such
terms and conditions and in such manner as the council may prescribe and raise all necessary
revenue therefor as herein provided; and locate market houses and market places and
buildings aforesaid on any street, alley, or public ground, or any land purchased for such
purpose; and provide for the erection of all other useful and necessary buildings for the use of
the city and for the protection and safety of all property owned by the city; provided, any such
improvement, costing in the aggregate a sum greater than five hundred dollars, shall not be
authorized until the ordinance providing therefor shall be first submitted to and ratified by a
majority of the legal voters thereof.
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11/11/2020

Recommended Changes to the Charter
Remove Municipal Gasoline Station from the Charter.
My only information about the discussion of the Commission in January on this issue is that no action
was taken. I again present this suggestion for your consideration.
This was approved by the Commission but was not included in the amendments put on May 2019
ballot. The reason given to not include it on the ballot was a concern about impact on Star Tran setting
up a CNG station.
Justification sent to Commission members for not presenting the Commission approved repeal to the
Council, dated March 5th is shown below.
The Commission recommended striking the municipal gas station language from the Charter.
The package on the City Council’s agenda does not include the municipal gas station piece (i.e.,
the language allowing a municipal gas station would remain in the charter). Subsequent to the
Commission recommendations, city staff questioned what impact removing this language
would have on the ability of Star Tran to operate its own CNG station in the future. We
understand this issue did not come up during the Commission’s discussion of this language. To
avoid unintended consequences, and out of an abundance of caution, the package in front of
Council does not strike this municipal gas station language.
Questions I sent to the City Attorney, Star Tran director and Mayor on June 19th.
Is there a plan for the city of Lincoln to sell CNG directly to the citizens of Lincoln at retail
prices?
Is there a plan for the city of Lincoln to sell CNG directly to the citizens of Lincoln at wholesale
prices?
Is it right to say that CNG is not covered by the charter section since the section refers only to
gasoline and oil?
Since the section dates from 1934 and since the section refers to "federal allotments for
employment relief", a reference to the great depression, isn't it safe to say it is outdated?
On July 1st City Attorney Jeff Kirkpatrick sent the following response.
I am not aware of a current plan for the City of Lincoln to sell CNG to the public like the Airport
does. However, the City has moved toward CNG use as a cleaner, cheaper fuel for city buses,
its bookmobile, and other vehicles so it is possible that City will see a cost-savings in having a
CNG fueling station that sells fuel to the public. The Law Department has not been asked to
research the question of whether CNG is gasoline or oil or whether the City could sell CNG if the
charter provision was repealed.
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11/11/2020

Recommended Changes to the Charter
None of the questions sent in June have been answered. As of today July 5th, 2020, they have still not
been answered.
I suggest that the Commission request that “The Law Department” “research the question of whether
CNG is gasoline or oil or whether the City could sell CNG if the charter provision was repealed” which
the City Attorney noted had not been requested as of July 1st 2019.
The Commission was right to vote to repeal this section. It does not reference or apply to CNG. It
does not apply to internal use of CNG. The City should not get into competition with private business
as the justification hints, and if it were to proceed the City would not need this section to do so, it can
be done by resolution. And finally, it is extremely outdated. It should be repealed again.
ARTICLE VIII
STREETS, PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS, PUBLIC UTILITIES, SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS
Sec. 13b. Municipal Gasoline Station. The city council shall have power to engage in the
business of selling gasoline and oil to the inhabitants of the city, both at retail and wholesale,
and for that purpose shall have power to acquire and own such real and personal property as
may be necessary and incident thereto. The city shall not charge for gasoline and oil sold by it
more than the cost thereof to the city plus the cost of handling the same, including
contingencies; provided any surplus remaining in the gasoline department fund in excess of
fifteen thousand dollars at the end of the present fiscal year, 1933, may be transferred to a
special fund to be used for the purpose of furnishing employment by the city of Lincoln, or to
purchase materials in meeting federal allotments for employment relief in the city; provided
further that commencing September 1, 1935, and thereafter, only such surplus as is in excess of
twenty thousand dollars may be so transferred for said purposes only and said sum of twenty
thousand dollars shall be retained in said gasoline department fund as a revolving fund.
(Amendment of August 14, 1934).
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11/11/2020

Recommended Changes to the Charter
Cleanup and modernize language in No Discrimination, Political Activities
section.
My only information about the discussion of the Commission in January on this issue is that there was
a vote to continue working on this section. I again present this suggestion for your consideration.
This was approved by the Charter Commission and then revised by the city legal department before
being presented to the Council in early 2019. Due to way the process was handled and uncertainty
about why changes were made I opposed this change and the Council put it on hold. After further
review I propose a modified version of what the legal department presented to the Council. It has
minor changes to the legal departments’ recommendation, primarily to simplify and clarify the section.
Below I have incorporated my changes into the proposed legal department changes, my changes are
bolded and in the green highlight. Below that I have a variation that I believe to be identical in meaning
but much cleaner and easier to understand. Note the changes below have been updated since you
last reviewed my suggestions.

Article IX-A
MERIT SYSTEM
Sec. 8. No Discrimination, Political Activities. No action affecting the employment status of an
employee or applicant for a position in the city service, including appointment, promotion,
demotion, suspension, or removal, shall be taken or withheld by reason of protected class
status under federal, state or city law or for reason of political opinion or political affiliation. the
race, creed, color, or political opinions or affiliation of the affected person, except that no
person shall be employed or retained in the city service who advocates or belongs to an
organization that advocates the overthrow or change of our government by force or violence.
No elected official may use public resources to support or oppose a candidate or ballot issue
except an elected official’s time is not considered a public resource. No person in the city
service No employee of the city may use public resources to support or oppose a candidate or
ballot issue. nor shall, except elected officials, and members of election boards and unpaid
advisory boards and commissions, a person in the city service No employee of the city may use
public resources to shall engage in the following activities in connection with any city issue to
be voted upon or any candidate to be nominated for, or elected to, any city office:
(1) Manage a campaign or be a member of a campaign committee for a candidate for
nomination for or election to city office or for or against any city issue; provided,
however, nothing 5 herein shall prevent the dissemination of facts or information
relating to a city issue by persons in 6 the city service acting in their official capacity.
(2) Circulate petitions for candidates for city office, although they an employee may
sign such a petition;
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Recommended Changes to the Charter
(3) Wear campaign buttons or similar emblems, or distribute campaign literature, at
work or in a city uniform or in the offices or buildings of the City of Lincoln.
No elected official may use public resources to support or oppose a candidate or ballot issue
except an elected official’s time is not considered a public resource.
No elected official may wear campaign buttons or similar emblems, or distribute campaign
literature, at work or in a city uniform or in the offices or buildings of the City of Lincoln.
In elections other than city elections, an employee elected officials and employees of the city
may not wear campaign buttons or distribute campaign literature while wearing a city uniform
or similar emblems, or distribute campaign literature, at work or in a city uniform or in the
offices or buildings of the City of Lincoln.
Nothing herein shall be construed as preventing or prohibiting elected officials or employees of
the city such persons in the city service from exercising their rights as citizens to publicly or
privately express their opinions or to cast their votes.
No person seeking appointment to, or promotion in, the city service shall give, render, or pay
any money, service, or other valuable thing to any person in connection with his their test,
appointment, or promotion.
Any person who willfully or corruptly violates any of the provisions of this section shall be
subject to dismissal and such other punishment as may be provided by law.

Preferred alternative suggestion, strike Section 8 and replace it with the following.
Article IX-A
MERIT SYSTEM
Sec. 8. No Discrimination, Political Activities. No action affecting the employment status of an
employee or applicant for a position in the city service, including appointment, promotion,
demotion, suspension, or removal, shall be taken or withheld by reason of protected class
status under federal, state or city law or for reason of political opinion or political affiliation.
No elected official may use public resources to support or oppose a candidate or ballot issue
except an elected official’s time is not considered a public resource.
No employee of the city may use public resources to support or oppose a candidate or ballot
issue.
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Recommended Changes to the Charter
No elected official or employee of the city may wear campaign buttons or similar emblems, or
distribute campaign literature, at work or in a city uniform or in the offices or buildings of the
City of Lincoln.
Nothing herein shall be construed as preventing or prohibiting elected officials or employees of
the city from the dissemination of facts or information relating to a city issue while acting in
their official capacity.
Nothing herein shall be construed as preventing or prohibiting elected officials or employees of
the city from exercising their rights as citizens to publicly or privately express their opinions or
to cast their votes.
No person seeking appointment to, or promotion in, the city service shall give, render, or pay
any money, service, or other valuable thing to any person in connection with their, test,
appointment, or promotion.
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11/11/2020

Recommended Changes to the Charter
City council districts shall be four quadrants of substantially equal
population.
Since redistricting will take place in 2021, I believe that this change should again be reviewed by the
Commission and passed to the Council.
To prevent gerrymandering of council districts the process needs to be clearly defined. This proposed
change is not just an exercise in writing laws. After the last decennial census there was controversy
about how the council selected the current districts. This suggested change will make the redistricting
process a very straight forward non-political process.
If it is your judgement that this is too political, I would ask that you pass it to the Council noting that
due to its political nature, this change has been passed to the Council for their consideration without a
recommendation from the Commission.

ARTICLE IV ELECTION AND ORGANIZATION OF ADMINISTRATION RECALL, INITIATIVE AND
REFERENDUM
Sec. 2a. Council Districts.
The city shall be divided into four councilman districts by ordinance passed by the city council,
and the boundaries of these districts may be changed by ordinance, but they shall comprise
compact and contiguous territory, and each of said districts shall be divided as nearly as
practical so that they contain equal populations, and the boundaries of these districts shall be
determined as follows:
1. An east west line that intersects the city’s current geographic center and a north
south line that intersects the city’s current geographic center shall define the four
council districts. These lines, following precinct lines, shall stay as close as possible
to a straight line.
2. To perform redistricting the point of intersection of the two lines shall be moved as
needed to maintain a substantially equal population in each district while meeting
any State requirements. The lines shall continue to follow precinct lines and shall
continue to stay as close as possible to a straight line.
A. Only the raw population numbers by precinct from the decennial census data
may be used to determine the location of the point of intersection of the lines.
Political data, current home address of elected officials, and other considerations
cannot be used.
B. Valid solutions for redistricting. A maximum of three solutions shall be
presented to the council for approval. If more than one solution is found, the
two or three solutions that are closest to the geographic center of the city shall
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Recommended Changes to the Charter
be presented to the council. The council must select the final council districts
from the presented solutions.
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Recommended Changes to the Charter
Suggestions to Amend Municipal Code
The changes below are not changes to the Charter they are changes to the Municipal Code sections
that establish and direct the Charter Revision Commission. I present these here to give the Commission
the opportunity to provide input into how it functions and to make recommendations to the Mayor
and Council.

Require That the Commission Shall Be Balanced Politically
Multiple administrations and councils have stated that before they will consider charter changes, they
must be reviewed by the Charter Revision Commission. This consensus has established the Commission
as a vital part of the change process that should only be bypassed in very exceptional circumstances.
Currently the municipal code directs the Mayor to “attempt to achieve a balanced commission
membership” … “both geographically and socio-economically”. Since many of the changes the
Commission review would be considered partisan issues it is vitally important that this key Commission
is also balanced politically. Without this balance every decision made by the Commission could be
questioned based on the membership. Currently there are seven democratic members, three
nonpartisan members, three members that appear to be unregistered voters, two republican
members, and no libertarian members. This is not a balanced membership. This is a Commission that
could have every decision questioned on political terms. The Council is where political decisions should
be made. The Commission should be as reasonably as possible a neutral reviewer of charter changes.

4.04.010 Charter Revision Commission Established; Membership.
There is hereby created and established a fifteen-member advisory commission to be known as the
Lincoln Charter Revision Commission. The members of this commission shall be appointed by the
Mayor, subject to approval by the City Council. The initial terms of members appointed to the
commission shall be staggered so that three members are appointed for a one-year term, four
members are appointed for a two-year term, four members are appointed for a three-year term, and
four members are appointed for a four-year term. Thereafter, all members of the commission shall be
appointed for a four-year term. In making appointments to the commission, the Mayor shall attempt
to achieve a balanced commission membership which shall be a reasonable representative crosssection of the residents of the city, both politically, geographically, and socio-economically. The City
Attorney shall be an ex officio member of the commission and shall serve as its legal advisor and
secretary. (Ord. 15429 §1; February 12, 1990: P.C. §2.80.010: Ord. 11084 §1; May 6, 1974).

Allow the Commission to Send Highly Political Changes to the Council
Some issues are so politically charged that it is unfair to the Commission members to ask them to
decide if a suggested change should be made. Currently the Commission may send recommendations
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to the Mayor and Council “which it shall deem advisable”. This means that the Commission is forced to
vote on every issue even if the members feel that the issue is very political and should be handled by
an elected body. This suggestion addresses that by allowing Commission members to forward to the
Mayor and Council charter changes that are “better decided by a political body”.

4.04.020 Duties; Public Meetings.
The Charter Revision Commission is charged with the duty and responsibility to make
recommendations to the Mayor and City Council with regard to revisions to the Home Rule Charter of
the City of Lincoln which it shall deem advisable or better decided by a political body. The Commission
shall conduct at least one public meeting annually for the purpose of receiving recommendations from
the public regarding revisions to the Charter and to take action upon any matters before the
commission relating to proposed Charter revisions. (Ord. 20605 §1; December 11, 2017: prior Ord.
15429 §2; February 12, 1990: P.C. §2.80.020: Ord. 11084 §2; May 6, 1974).

Require Adequate Time for Council Consideration
The last two times that charter changes were presented to the Council there was no extra time to
consider changes to the amendments before them. They had two meetings to review and vote. In 2019
this forced the Council to leave a Commission recommendation off the ballot since they were up
against the deadline for adding issues on the ballot. The Council should have sufficient time to review
and possibly bring back for a third or fourth meeting a charter amendment that they want to change.
The amendment in 2019 was changed by the administration after it was approved by the Commission.
The Council did not see the Commission approved amendment, only the administration changed
amendment. This change raised questions about the process and the intent which when combined
with the ballot deadline prevented the Council from carefully reviewing and possibly changing the
amendment before them. The Council should see the originally approved amendment and then any
administration or Council person recommended changes can be addressed through the Council’s
normal amending process.

4.04.040 Deadlines and Administrative Review
The Commission shall forward to the Mayor and City Council its recommendations at least 30 days before the
deadline for cities to add special issues to the next election ballot. If the Mayor or Council decide to consider
Commission recommendations the unmodified Commission recommendations must be included on the Council
agenda for first reading at least four (4) meetings prior to the deadline for cities to add special issues to the next
election ballot.
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